“One day I just remembered that I wanted to see how our young generation think about [the regime] these days and how they are reacting […]. Our very young children are still responding they are talking, silently drawing, and maybe later on like what I would do tear up the page and throw it away so nobody could see that, without really knowing that they are protesting somehow. That silent and powerful movement, that unconscious reaction to politics, to school, to the regime and the system that is what I want to show and talk about.”

Sarà presente l’artista, Negar Sh che discuterà con Simona Taliani e Roberto Beneduce

28/11/22
Dalle 10:00 alle 12:00
Campus Luigi Einaudi - Lungo Dora Siena 100 A - Torino
Aula B3

The exposition of the project will be available at the Campus Luigi Einaudi, Main Hall
November 28th - December 7th 2022

Corso di laurea magistrale in
Antropologia culturale ed Etnologia
INSEGNAMENTI DI Antropologia del corpo e della violenza e Antropologia dell’Infanzia